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OUR MISSION 
Our mission at Dog-ON-It Parks is to help 
communities become more pet-friendly by 
providing solutions for dog parks, off-leash areas 
and everywhere else dogs are welcome.

We design and manufacture recreation level dog agility 
components, as well as a wide selection of dog park 
amenities such as drinking fountains, fire hydrants, pet wash 
stations, dog park benches, pet waste stations and much 
more. Contact us for more information on dog park design 
and tips on building your own dog park. Woof!

DESIGNED FOR  

Public & Private Dog Parks, Multifamily Communities, 
Military Posts, RV Resorts & Campgrounds, Animal Shelters, 
Veterinary Clinics and everywhere dogs are welcome!  

BENEFITS OF DOG PARKS
• An affordable amenity to help draw people to your 

community and build rapport 

• Dog agility helps to strengthen the bond between people
and their pets

• Park users visit year round, rain or shine, so your 
investment pays off quickly

• Serves a wide range of ages from teens through seniors 

• Can help to prevent nuisance behaviors such as barking 
and chewing that are caused by a lack of physical and 
mental stimulation 

• They’re fun!

WHY CHOOSE DOG-ON-IT? 
• The first company in the US to specialize exclusively in 

dog parks and dog park products

• All products are made in the USA and feature rust-resistant, 
durable materials to ensure longevity and years of fun

• Innovative design and unique play components you 
won’t find anywhere else 

• Lifetime warranty against rust on all metal agility components

• Dedicated and knowledgeable customer service team 
and complimentary design assistance to help make your 
project a success
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Join the Dog-ON-It-Parks 
online community and keep 
up to date with dog park news, 
tips, resources and more.
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dog favorite

No Slip PawsGrip™

all size dogs

small dogs

space saving

eco-friendly materials

ada accessible

LEGEND

Throughout our catalog, you’ll find icons to 
indicate characteristics of specific products. 
Here’s your cheat sheet to icons’ meanings:

Be sure to check out 
our pre-designed systems 

on page 30!
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DOG WALK RAMP— AS SEEN IN MONTGOMERY, NY 

Dogs are the most 
popular pet in the US 
and nearly 40% of 

homes include a four-
legged family member.  

What is PawsGrip™?  PawsGrip™ is a unique spray-on polymer 
coating and is the same super durable material used for truck 
bed liners. It bonds to our components to provide a heavy duty, 
slip resistant texture. 

A-FRAME
�One of the most fun (and popular!) components

�Extra wide 38” planks and only three feet high 
at the peak for added safety

�Included in Complete System

DOG WALK RAMP
�Helps to build confidence and improve balance

�Make sure your dog is comfortable using 
the A-Frame before moving on to the more 
challenging Dog Walk Ramp

�Included in Complete System, Gold & Silver Package

WAIT TABLE (8” OR 16” HEIGHT)
�Flat, solid surface ensures a dog’s nails won’t 

get caught

�Included in Complete System Small Dog System, 
Gold Package & Bronze Package

agility obstacles

6401

6402

6403/6404

TEETER TOTTER
�10’ long with rubber cushions on each end 

to help soften to landing

�One of the most challenging and fun components 

�Included in Complete System

6412 

SAFETY AND DURABILITY
Safety and durability are our top priorities, 
so all of our ramp components feature 
reinforced 10 gauge rust-proof aluminum 
with our proprietary PawsGrip™ coating 
to help provide traction – even on snow, 
mud, sand and ice.

AGILITY 
OBSTACLES
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Visit dog-on-it-parks.com 
for dog park design tips 

and resources  

HOUND HOOPS (SET OF 5)
�Pipe arches accommodate dogs of all sizes

�Great component for interacting with your dog 
as you guide them through the hoops 

�Included in Complete System and Gold Package 

AGILITY WALK (SET OF 5)
�Circular platforms with varying heights feature

our exclusive PawsGrip™ coating

�Requires balance as the dog steps onto disks

�Included in Complete System & Small Dog System

HOUND HURDLES (SET OF 4)
�Exclusive paw and bone graphics provide 

depth perception 

�Most dogs are natural jumpers and they’ll quickly
improve with practice

�Included in Complete System and Small Dog System

FLEXIBLE WEAVE POLES (SET OF 6) 
�Made with durable urethane, our weave poles are 

designed to safely and slowly flex back upright

�Included in Complete System, Small Dog System, 
Gold, Silver & Bronze Packages

agility obstacles

6415

6413

6509

6516

STEP UP TABLE 
�Features three offset platforms to help with 

climbing skills

�A good intro to both the Agility Walk and A-Frame

6405

AGILITY 
OBSTACLES
SAFETY AND DURABILITY
Dog parks are tough environments, 
so we manufacture all of our components 
to withstand both the elements and daily 
use.  We source only the highest quality 
US made materials to ensure years of 
enjoyment for your community.

AGILITY WALK— AS SEEN IN WESTMINSTER, CO 
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Visiting a new park? Check the 
rules before you go! Most dog parks 

have specific guidelines regarding 
vaccinations, age (for both pets and 

people), food, and some require a tag 
or pass to enter the park.  

ADJUSTABLE JUMP BAR
�Aircraft grade aluminum alloy bar is lightweight,

yet very strong 

�Easily adjusts to seven different heights 

�Included in Complete System, Small Dog System, 
Gold, Silver & Bronze Packages 

ADJUSTABLE TIRE JUMP 
�Sliding brackets provide a 14” range of

height adjustment 

�Interior hoop diameter of 24” is big enough 
to accommodate large breeds 

�Included in Complete System & Gold Package

�Customize the hoop with your park 
or community name 

WALL JUMPS (2 PLANK OPTION SHOWN)
�Start with the single plank and work up to the 

more challenging heights 

�Paw and bone details assist with depth perception 

�Included in Complete System, Small Dog System, 
Gold, Silver & Bronze Packages

TRI-LEVEL JUMP 
�Three jumps in one provide plenty of 

play opportunities 

�Ideal for areas that are tight on space

DOUBLE HOOP JUMP 
(SEEN ON FACING PAGE)
�Two size hoops suitable for all size dogs

�Perfect starter piece and intro to agility jumps

agility obstacles

6521

6520

6601-6603 

6606

6522

6522

AGILITY 
OBSTACLES
SAFETY AND DURABILITY
Whether flying through a hoop or over an 
adjustable bar, our jumps are designed 
for fun! Featuring aluminum pipe and UV 
resistant materials with our signature 
Dog-ON-It colors and graphics, these 
are an affordable way to perk up your 
park. Interested in other color options  
or customization? Contact us for details! 
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Our unique manufacturing 
process provides slip 
resistant texture throughout 
the tunnel interior.

SAFETY
FIRST!

Dogs are family! 70% of 
people sign their pet’s name 
on greeting and holiday cards 
and 58% put pets in family 

and holiday portraits. 
Say cheese!  

 S-TUNNEL WITH SINGLE DOG HOUSE
�Unique “S” shape is both fun and challenging 

�Oversized 27” diameter tube accommodates
dogs of all sizes 

�Colorful dog house panel features precision 
engraving. Contact us for customization options! 

�Included in Complete System and Small 
Dog System

BOW WOW BARRELS  
�30” long, straight tunnel section is ideal for 

beginners and more cautious dogs  

�Economical and perfect for smaller areas

�Decorative panels available in both red/yellow 
and green/white

�Included in Gold & Silver Packages 

agility obstacles

6801

6703

MORE OPTIONS 
6800  S-Tunnel with laser cut support base 
             and top trim 

6802  S-Tunnel with Two Dog House Panels  AGILITY 
OBSTACLES
SAFETY AND DURABILITY
All of our tunnels are designed especially 
for our four-legged friends.  Unlike slippery 
playground tubes, our tunnels have a clear, 
highly-textured material that is molded into 
the plastic for years of slip resistance. 
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TERRIER TUNNEL
�Suitable for small to medium sized dogs

�Hand painted and won’t rot, rust or fade
over time

DOG THROUGH THE LOG 
�Diameter accommodates even large breed dogs 

�Offers two opportunities for play; 
dogs can run through the tunnel or perch on top

�Textured interior helps to provide traction

DOG LEG WALK (SET OF 2) 
�Helps to improve balance skills as the dog 

walks down one beam and steps onto the other

�Also functions as a natural looking bench for 
park seating

SMALL & LARGE BOULDERS 
�Flat, textured surface allows dogs to sit or 

lie comfortably

�Two different heights (16” & 22”) provide 
options for both large and small dogs 

A tired dog is a happy dog! 
Daily exercise helps to curb 
unwanted and destructive 

behaviors such as nuisance 
barking, chewing and 
other naughty antics. 

nature dog

N7101

N7102

N7103

N7120/N7121

LITTLE & BIG STUMP JUMPS 
�A natural version of our popular Agility Walk 

�Stagger heights for more fun and challenge

N7110/N7111 

LARGE BOULDER — AS SEEN IN TAMPA, FL

NATURE 
DOG
LOOKING FOR SOMETHING 
A LITTLE DIFFERENT? 
Our unique and versatile line of nature-
inspired agility components offers an 
easy way to incorporate play activities 
that complement the natural environment.  
Individually handcrafted with our special 
reinforced concrete to look like real 
logs, tree stumps, and boulders, these 
can be installed with landscape stakes 
for seasonal parks or anchor bolts for 
permanent installations. 
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CC5401

WHIPPET WALK  
�The platform rises only two feet at its highest 

point, which makes this a great introduction 
to dog agility and other components  

�Reinforced aluminum is sturdy enough for 
large breeds as well

DACHSHUND DOUBLE RAMP   
�A unique product you won’t find anywhere else 

�Similar to our Whippet Walk, but with offset 
zigzag style ramps

SET OF FOUR DALMATIAN DISKS    
�This fun component challenges your 

dog’s coordination 

�A series of platforms at different heights requires
your dog to step (or hop!) onto each one 

SAMOYED SIT & STAY TABLE    
�Perfect for beginners to dog agility as it’s the 

easiest component to learn

�Work with your dog to step up onto the table
and wait patiently 

CANINE COURTYARD

CC5402

CC5403

CC5404

CC5405

CC5406

SCOTTIE SEESAW  
�Seesaws help to improve coordination 

and balance  

�Watch your dog’s confidence increase once 
they learn to control the movement

Did you know that obesity 
is the #1 health problem 

among dogs? Dog agility is 
not only a great way to help 
shed and keep those extra 

pounds off your dog, it also 
helps strengthen the 
dog/guardian bond. 

CC5401

CORGI CLIMB (SEEN ON FACING PAGE)
�A smaller version of our traditional A-Frame  

�An ideal starter piece and a good intro to the
more challenging Dachshund Double Ramp

�Included in Canine Courtyard Essentials Package

CANINE 
COURTYARD
COMPACT FUN 
FOR COMPACT PARKS
Featuring the same heavy-duty materials 
as our classic line, Canine Courtyard was 
designed specifically for smaller spaces 
and is an affordable way to become 
truly pet-friendly.  Add some fun to your 
apartment community, RV resort 
or campground! 

CORGI CLIMB— AS SEEN IN KIRKLAND, WA
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SET OF 4 SHELTIE SHIMMY POLES 
�Weave poles help your pup learn timing 

and dexterity 

�Our unique material allows the poles to be
both flexible and chew-proof 

COLLIE CRAWL   
�Exclusive to Dog-ON-It-Parks, this two-in-one 

component offers both a jump and tunnel

�Attractive wavy planks allow light into the 
tunnel for more visibility

�Included in Canine Courtyard Essentials Package

BEAGLE BONE JUMP    
�Eight inch height is ideal for beginners and 

small dogs

�Eco-friendly planks are created from recycled 
polyethylene plastic 

POINTER PLANK JUMPS   
(AS SEEN ON FACING PAGE)
�Available in single and double plank options

�The white dog paw details assist with 
depth perception 

�Included in Canine Courtyard Essentials Package
(Single Plank)

WESTIE WINDOW JUMP    
�Sits low to the ground and can accommodate 

even the smallest of dogs

�Interior diameter is suitable for medium-large dogs

�Included in Canine Courtyard Essentials Package 

CANINE COURTYARD

CC5501

CC5502

CC5604

CC5601/CC5602 

CC5601/CC5602 

CC5603

CC5620

HUSKY TRIPLE HOOP   
�Three hoops equals play for dogs of all sizes

�Maximize your space with components like this 
that offer multiple play opportunities

�Included in Canine Courtyard Essentials Package

Apartment communities and 
RV resorts that offer a dog park 
onsite see less resident turnover 

and typically have a higher 
approval rating than the non 

pet-friendly competition. 

DOUBLE POINTER PLANK— AS SEEN IN KIRKLAND, WA

CANINE 
COURTYARD
COMPACT FUN 
FOR COMPACT PARKS
All Canine Courtyard items ship quickly 
and affordably by UPS Ground.  Visit our 
website for flat rate shipping information 
and in stock items!
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ADA FOUNTAIN WITH PET BOWL
�One of our most popular options and always

in stock

�Rust resistant stainless steel is perfect for
coastal climates and all weather conditions

BI-LEVEL FOUNTAIN WITH PET BOWL 
�Meets federal accessibility requirements

�Offers a standard bubbler, an ADA accessible
option and one for our four legged friends

DOG WATERING STATION 
�Our most affordable dog watering station

�Slow draining dog bowl allows the dog to 
quench its thirst and is a healthier option 
than standing water

DELUXE DOG WATERING STATION
�Includes leash hook and hose bibb for 

pet-washing and easy park maintenance

�Bowl fills with the push of a button

water features

7211

7212

7213

7214

7229

DREAM FOUNTAIN
�The fountain with it all! Dog bowls for both 

our small and large friends, an ADA accessible 
bubbler, a waste bag dispenser for single-pull 
style bags and a dog treat dispenser

�Personalize with your own logo or message

Most dogs can recognize 
around 150 words, but a 

Border Collie named Chaser 
can recognize over 1000. 

Now that’s one smart pup! 

THIRSTY? 
Thirsty dogs are no match for our 
wide selection of pet fountains and 
water features!  With all stainless steel 
construction, slow draining dog bowls 
and over 15 color options to choose 
from, finding your perfect pet fountain 
has never been easier.  

WATER 
FEATURES
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water features

STILL THIRSTY?  We offer over 15 
fountain models, including in 
stock items that are available 
to ship within 1-2 business days.

PET FOUNTAIN WITH SHOWER
�Push-button activated shower and pet bowl 

�Add a leash hook to help prevent 
escape attempts

ADA FOUNTAIN WITH BOTTLE FILLER 
& PET BOWL  
�Available with hands free (requires 9V batteries) 

or push button bottle filler

�An eco-friendly option for public parks and 
hiking trails

ELITE PET WASH STATION
�All stainless steel construction with a super 

durable scratch resistant coating

�Comes with plumbing kit, raised floor grate, 
restraint hooks and upper tray for bathing 
small dogs

SPRAY HYDRANT
�Easily adjust the valve to spray from 10-60 seconds

�Emits a fine mist to gently cool your dog, but 
not drench them 

�Highly water efficient and perfect for every budget

7218

7219

PW7301 

7270

THIRSTY? 
Customize your fountain with an 
additional pet bowl, leash hook, hose 
bibb, freeze resistant valves or even a 
dog treat dispenser! 

A dogs’ only sweat glands
 are between their paw pads, 

so remember to keep your pooch 
hydrated with one of our

handy pet fountains. 

WATER 
FEATURES
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Have you ever noticed how your 
dog seems to magically appear 
when you’re cooking or eating? 
That’s because a dog’s sense 
of smell is more than 100,000 
times stronger than a human’s. 

No wonder they love bacon!

DELUXE DOG PAW BENCH 
�Deluxe bench frames are portable/surface

mount only and fabricated from recycled cast 
aluminum 

�Available with paws or dog bone graphics; 
ask us about other customization options

BASIC DOG PAW BENCH  
�Our most popular bench – available in inground, 

surface mount or portable options 

�Standard colors are red/blue and green/black, 
with several other colors available 

DOG BONE PICNIC TABLE 
�All aluminum table can be surface mounted 

or portable for more flexibility 

�Attractive and fun with comfortable seating for six  

SHADE SHELTERS 
�Escape the elements in style with our selection

of shade shelters 

�Fabric is UV stabilized to block up to 97% of 
harmful UV rays and glide elbows allow fabric to 
be easily removed in the event of severe weather 

park essentials

7201

7202

7206

8205

ADA HEXAGON TABLE
�Our nature-friendly EcoDog line uses durable,

recycled plastic to offer a variety of outdoor 
furniture options 

�Includes a 50 year warranty against rotting 
and decay

R7031 

BENEFUL® DREAM DOG PARK — JOHNS CREEK, GA

ALL YOU NEED 
Dog parks are for people and their 
pets! Encourage conversation and help 
foster a sense of community by offering 
comfortable seating with our benches 
and picnic tables. 

PARK 
ESSENTIALS
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A dog’s nose print is as 
unique as a human’s finger print 

and can be used to accurately 
identify them, but a microchip 

is probably a better idea! 
Remember to keep your contact 

information updated as well.  

COMPLETE DOG WASTE STATION WITH 
DISPENSER (ROLL OR SINGLE PULL) 
�Includes Sign, Post, 11 Gallon Receptacle, 

400 Bags and 50 Can Liners

�Available in green or black

 WOOF FIBER™  
�Specially ground wood fibers interlock to create

an ADA Accessible surface that is easy to clean 
and maintain  

�Helps to reduce mud puddles, craters, dust and dirt

�One of the most affordable surfacing solutions 

MORE WASTE MANAGEMENT OPTIONS 
7409  Mini Dog Waste Station with Dispenser,

Post, Sign and 400 bags

7410   Waste Bag Dispenser Only 

7411    11 Gallon Waste Receptacle 

We also offer a wide selection of Mutt Mitt 
Products and our own eco-friendly bags made 
from 100% recycled content!

 SYNTHETIC DOG PARK TURF   
�Developed especially for pets, it offers more 

drainage than standard turf 

�Antimicrobial properties help to keep odors down

�Attractive and requires little maintenance 

MESSAGE CENTER  
�Keep your park users up to date with seasonal 

information, news and events 

�Made of durable recycled plastic with a locking, 
shatter resistant cover and marine grade corkboard 

park essentials

7408

EWF

TURF

R7045

7501/7502  

TRASH RECEPTACLES 
�Attractive receptacles match our benches and 

includes a lid to help to hide trash 

�Large 32 Gallon “Trash Only” option and a 
smaller 22 Gallon “Pet Waste Only” option for 
easy unloading and maintenance  

ALL YOU NEED 
From pick up stations to trash 
receptacles, surfacing and more, don’t 
forget to put the finishing touches on 
your dog park. 

PARK 
ESSENTIALS
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Dog parks are a “social hub” 
where community members meet to 

exercise their dogs and socialize. You can 
help your park users get to know each other 
by hosting regular events such as Yappy Hour 
or seasonal/holiday events. Some communities 

even use their dog parks to support pet 
adoption and dog training. Woof!  

PET PARKING POST 
�A convenient way to quickly secure your pet 

while entering/exiting the park. These are also 
popular with animal hospitals, community 
management offices, and campgrounds. 

�Available in two colors: Blue with Red/Yellow  
accents or Black with Green/White (shown)

CUSTOM DOG PARK RULES SIGN
�Durable fiberglass panel features 

embedded photo quality graphics 

�Customize our template with your 
dog park name, logo and rules 

�Included in Complete System

DOG PARK FENCE SILHOUETTES   
�Laser cut aluminum with an attractive black 

matte powder coat finish

�Many designs and breeds to choose from 
to help perk up your park 

park essentials

6902

7230

7260

FIRE HYDRANT  
�Full size cast replica is made with durable 

fiberglass reinforced resin

�Hand finished with a UV resistant acrylic paint in
standard red, other colors available 

7290-7297   

ALL YOU NEED 
What’s a dog park without a Fire Hydrant? 
Not a true dog park!  All of these must-
have products are designed to personalize 
your off-leash area and help make it a 
place the entire family will enjoy.  

PARK 
ESSENTIALS
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CANINE COURTYARD ESSENTIALS
Designed for apartment communities, RV resorts 
or smaller public parks, this kit includes five of our 
most popular agility components: Corgi Climb, 
Pointer Plank Jump, Husky Triple Hoop, Westie 
Window Jump and the Collie Crawl.  Minimum space 
recommendation of 50’x50’.

COMPLETE SYSTEM
For the park that offers it all! Our Complete System 
includes 13 agility components (suitable for both 
large and small dog areas of the park), as well as our 
Custom Dog Park Rules Sign and a Pet Parking Post.  
Minimum space recommendation of 150’x75’. 

BE SURE TO VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR 
MORE PACKAGE OPTIONS!

ALL INCLUSIVE 
For small spaces, large spaces and 
everything in between, our affordable and 
convenient pre-designed agility systems 
make it easy to outfit your park. With a 5% 
package discount included in the pricing 
and several designs to choose from, 
you’re sure to find a perfect solution. 

DOG PARK 
SYSTEMS
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WARRANTY
Dog-ON-It-Parks guarantees all agility components to 

be free of defects in workmanship or materials under 

normal use when properly installed and maintained, 

for a period of five years from the ship date. Dog-ON-

It-Parks offers a lifetime warranty against rust on all 

aluminum agility components and agrees to replace 

any items determined to be defective. (Freight and 

labor for replacement is excluded from warranty). 

Items specifically excluded from this warranty include 

vandalism, man-made or natural disasters, incorrect 

installation, lack of maintenance, normal weathering/

fading and normal wear and tear from regular use. 

For warranty information on other items such 

as fountains, benches, etc – please contact 

us directly. 

We proudly stand behind the products we 

manufacture. Whenever practical, we use 

recycled materials and 100% of metal scrap from 

manufacturing also gets recycled. 
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